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THE MUSIC

The American Story

The American Story (2007) highlights the history of the United States, recreating from various perspectives
scenes from the past. 

In Genesis, images of an African being captured, enslaved, and attempting to escape, are pervasive; yet the
music also imagines the flight of Pilgrims seeking to worship their God in peace, only to be threatened with
death. The work envisions Native American tribal rites as well, with repetitive irregular rhythms evoking
drumming and dance. Liberal use of violin and cello col legno and ricochet, even at times on the instruments
bridges, in addition to accenting dissonant piano chords, merge to create a whirlwind of sound relieved by the
piano’s running eighth notes in 7/8. Throughout, the relentless movement drives forward. A lighter section
encompasses a quotation from Amazing Grace interlaid in both piano and cello soli, accompanied by violin
obbligato. Its simplicity bears witness to God’s providential grace given to America in spite of her chaotic
beginnings. With the recapitulation, the intensity increases until its sudden stark conclusion. 

The second movement, Cry In The Wilderness, recalls the misery of enslaved Africans and their descendants,
and also references the plight of frontier settlers, as well as Native Americans losing their homelands.
Using the language of blues, each instrument in turn creates more pathos as the work builds to an
outpouring of sorrow and rage. At a freeze frame point, a violin cadenza expresses the common human
search for justice and meaning. The work gradually transitions to an overwhelming intensity as cello joins
violin for a duet cadenza, ultimately complimented by rhythmic piano statements, abruptly halting as the
cello restates the initial theme. The movement ends with ambiguity, reflecting injustice and tragedy too long
left unaddressed. 

The third movement, Muddy Waters Reel, recalls life on the Mississippi as the rollicking 9/8 rhythmic themes,
sometimes contrasted with 10/8 rhythms, imagine busy docks, fancy ladies,
gamblers, and steamboats. The strings-bending fifths call to mind the steamboat
horns; the piano in turn contributes the base melody around which the strings

dance, evoking scenes of busy river culture. The composer imagines a lad seeing the city as he waits for his
father to arrive on an approaching steamboat. The middle section provides a majestic river scene, reflecting
the nation’s greatness. Quotations from Jesu Joy of Man’s Desiring begin the middle section themes. In the
final section, the Jesu Joy quotes within the Reel texture become ever more evident and express the joy of
homecoming and of American culture itself. 

Images of the Civil War, reinforced by the two World Wars and other American conflicts, military and otherwise,
inspire the fourth movement, Consequences. The brooding piano creates menace while the cello solo
expresses sorrow. Joined by the violin, the three instruments continue into an introspectively slow but
jazzy section that twists and turns into unexpected harmonic changes. A secondary violin solo expresses hope
for the future. As the recapitulation begins, the initial theme transforms into an undeniable cry, followed by
a cello theme statement of determination. The piano arpeggios combined with the haunting string melodies
create a mood of unmistakable regret and grief as the end approaches. At the coda, cello and violin repeat
the theme in canon in a nearly unending argument, until the piano’s final arpeggio and bass C pronounce the
conclusion, one that represents the tragedy of war. 

The final movement, Synthesis In Transition, provides a musical characterization of our times. Beginning with
complex rhythms in 16th notes that propel the music forward, the piano’s constant 16th notes—which often
drop a 16th for 3/16 bars, underpin a brooding initial theme until piano chords and melodies are matched by
cello and violin. As the piece progresses, many seemingly unconnected elements coalesce, climaxing with a 
celebratory D major section that represents our diverse American culture. The movement develops an entirely
new section before the initial theme is stated once again. 

The uneasy themes of the beginning are convincingly replaced by the straightforward D major 4/4 rhythm section
at the conclusion. Synthesis reflects a joyous awareness of our current blessings. The movement conveys our
ongoing American determination to move forward in spite of uncertainty, to persevere, learn and grow together.

These Are Different Times



Evocation In Memoriam (September 11, 2001)

I composed Evocation (2002) one year after the tragedy of Sept 11, 2001 to honor the memory of the victims
and heroes and to reach out in solidarity to their families and friends. The work expresses passion, sorrow,
and finally, resolution. 

The tone poem begins with the stroke of 8:00 a.m. followed by a mournful introductory narrative, Andante.
The first Allegro Agitato depicts the scene at the Twin Towers. The left hand chromatic passages represent
people searching to escape, while the string triads relate to the police and firefighter response teams. The
relentless rhythm continues the impression of the emergency; the phrases build to the explosive climax of the
first plane strike, after which the piano evokes the impression of smoke with the pedal held down throughout
the next phrase as it builds again. At the second impact, the music repeats in ever wilder variations. 

The chaos spirals into the center Adagio that imagines a camera panning from the disaster into the living
room, as it were, of ordinary citizens. The piano attempts to articulate the shock, sorrow, and violation common
to most observers, as the cello’s eerie harmonics glide from pitch to pitch. The violin joins the piano; ultimately
all instruments repeat the plaintive motif. Occasional swirls of sound call to mind the shredded paper fluttering
in the downdraft. Again, the violin with cello support presents the theme with increasing intensity with distinct
“falling” phrases in both piano and violin. The fourth and final statement contains a slow chromatic descending
scale in the cello that depicts the imminent structural failure of the buildings. A final piano arpeggio segues
directly into a recap of the Allegro Agitato.

As the music regains its ferocity, the imaginary camera pans back to the scene at the Towers. This second
Allegro Agitato appears more chaotic and ever wilder as the instrument parts grow more elaborate and the
tempo races onward. 

As the music transitions to a passionate conclusion, the piece moves into the final section, a reprise of the initial
Andante, representing the reactions of a stunned world. The different instruments cry out together, overwhelmed
by the devastation. As the work nears its conclusion, each instrument in turn plays a B natural trill; piano and
cello die away; only the violin is left to finish the phrase, a short prayer that resolves into an “Amen.” The final

right hand piano arpeggio represents the souls of the dead ascending into heaven, and in the last measure
the piano strikes a low “A” (lowest on most instruments), symbolizing the last stone of the fallen structures.

Dedicated to those who lost their lives on September 11, 2001—Rest In Peace

The Four Elements

The Four Elements (2006-2007) celebrates the elements of water, air, earth and fire. 

In River Rhythms, the listener experiences an exciting river ride. Through the initial mixed meters, the piano’s
flowing currents balance the melodic interplay of the strings. At the middle section transition, the meter changes
to 4/4 time; the eighth notes convey the feeling of a deep current. As the cello begins, a sense of the river at its
grandest emerges. The constant motion of the piano underlies the string melodies, continuing the impression
of flowing water and leading to a series of rapids that give way to images of thundering waterfalls. 

In the second movement, Currents of Air, the piano’s arpeggios establish a light breeze that remains constant
throughout to signify the motion of winds. Impressionistic in its approach, with strings combining harmonics and
glissandi, the wind develops into a full-scale hurricane with the cello as the solo voice. As the piano thunders,
the violin adds color with ponticello 32nd quintuplets, gradually resolving to a cessation of the storm. With
the dying wind, the mood returns to serenity and timelessness. 

The third movement, Mother Earth, depicts both the grandeur of our planet and the need to protect the envi-
ronment. The foreboding of the opening violin solo calls us to conserve our resources before it’s too late.
Harmonic changes illustrate the beauty and diversity of the planet. The cello, in concert with the violin, reca-
pitulates the main theme, a cry from Earth itself. The movement concludes in a powerful C major chord.
Despite the ravages of time and misuse, Earth emerges triumphant. 

The concluding movement, Firedance, creates imagery of fire. Complex meters suggest instability. The initial
piano motif, visualizing a single spark accelerating into a wildfire, carries excitement as the strings maintain



complex technical and rhythmic col legno and ricocheting passages. As the fire explodes into an inferno, the
violin plunges into a blaze of 16th notes, piano and cello marking the passage with jagged accents. The move-
ment culminates in a wild dance in 5/8 time, with cello and piano pairing while the violin builds in intensity.
All three instruments take turns racing along in a bridge section. The wild sparks resume, again spiraling out
of control until, abruptly, the dance restores order.

—Mary Lee Taylor Kinosian

THE UPTON TRIO

Formed in 1989 to present chamber music concerts for schools in Kershaw County, South Carolina, the Upton
Trio takes its name from the South Carolina philanthropist Sylvia Upton Wood, who encouraged the formation
of the ensemble. Since then the Trio has performed at the Weill Recital Hall in New York City, at the Kennedy
Center in Washington, DC and has been featured on NBC Nightly News, maintained an active commissioning
program and recorded several compact discs. The Upton Trio is permanent artist-in-residence at the South
Carolina Center for Film and Media, Columbia, South Columbia. 

Composer Mary Lee Taylor Kinosian is also the violinist for the Upton Trio. Beginning
her violin studies at age five, Ms. Kinosian attended the University of South Carolina.
She has performed with the San Jose Symphony and was principal second violin of
the Nashville Symphony. Currently she serves as concertmaster of the South Carolina
Philharmonic and assistant concertmaster of the Greenville Symphony Orchestra.
Ms. Kinosian returned to composing in 2002 and since then has concentrated on
music for small chamber ensembles.

Cellist Dusan Vukajlovic was born in Belgrade, Serbia. He obtained his undergrad-
uate degree from the Belgrade Music Academy and then attended Georgia State
University where he received his Masters degree. Mr. Vukajlovic has been active as
an orchestral musician, performing regularly with the Belgrade Philharmonic and
now with orchestras in Georgia and Florida. He won first prize at the Yugoslavian
National Cello Competition in 1987. Mr. Vukajlovic is currently completing his DMA
at the University of South Carolina in Columbia with Dr. Robert Jesselson.

Billy Shepherd, pianist and founder of the Upton Trio, began his studies at the
Boylan-Haven-Mather Academy in Camden, South Carolina, followed by work at the
University of South Carolina in Columbia where he became a DMA candidate in
piano performance. He has produced and performed in various concert series
throughout South Carolina and was co-founder of Celebration Gospel Ensemble, a
choral group who has collaborated with Hootie and the Blowfish, Edwin McCain
and BeBe Winans.
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The American Story
1 Genesis [5:51]
2 Cry in the Wilderness [7:11]
3 Muddy Waters Reel [4:40]
4 Consequences [6:10]
5 Synthesis [6:04]

6 Evocation: In Memoriam (9/11/2001) [14:19]

The Four Elements
7 River Rhythms [4:24]
8 Currents of Air [4:31]
9 Mother Earth [4:34]
10 Fire Dance [4:32]

Total Time = 62:17

The Upton Trio
Mary Lee Taylor Kinosian, violin
Dusan Vukajlovic, cello
Billy Shepherd, piano

 


